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Minimization in Cooperative Responseto Failing Database QueriesParke Godfreygodfrey@cs.umd.eduDepartment of Computer Science,University of Maryland,College Park, MD 20742, USAAbstractWhen a query fails, it is more cooperative to identify the cause of failure, rather than just to reportthe empty answer set. If there is not a cause for the query's failure, it is worthwhile to report the part ofthe query which failed. To identify a minimal failing subquery (MFS) of the query is the best way to dothis. (This MFS is not unique; there may be many of them.) Likewise, to identify a maximal succeedingsubquery (MSS) can help a user to recast a new query that leads to a non-empty answer set.Database systems do not provide the functionality of these types of cooperative responses. This maybe, in part, because algorithmic approaches to nding the MFSs and the MSSs to a failing query are notobvious. The search space of subqueries is large. Despite work on MFSs in the past, the algorithmiccomplexity of these identication problems had remained uncharted.This paper shows the complexity prole of MFS and MSS identication. It is shown that there existsa simple algorithm for nding a MFS or a MSS by asking N subsequent queries, in which N is the lengthof the query. To nd more MFSs (or MSSs) can be hard. It is shown that to nd O(N) MFSs (or MSSs)is NP-hard. To nd k MFSs (or MSSs), for a xed k, remains polynomial.An optimal algorithm for enumerating MFSs and MSSs, ISHMAEL, is developed and presented. Thealgorithm has ideal performance in enumeration, nding the rst answers quickly, and decaying towardintractability in a predictable manner as more answers are found.The complexity results and the algorithmic approaches given in this paper should allow for theconstruction of MFS and MSS facilities for database systems. These results are relevant to a number ofproblems outside of databases too, and may nd further application.
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1 IntroductionA query is said to fail whenever its evaluation produces the empty answer set. An empty answer set isuninformative to the user. It is presumed that the user expects there to be answers to the query asked.1 Sowhen a query fails, it often is a surprise to the user. A system could be more cooperative by helping to tracethe reason for the query's failure, or at least to pinpoint the failure.The type of queries considered in this paper are conjunctive query formulas.2 Let Q be such a query.Q  A1 ^ : : :^AkEach of the A's is a literal. Call Q0 a subquery of Q iQ0  As1 ^ : : :^Asj , and fs1; : : : ; sjg  f1; : : : ; kgIf a subquery fails, then the query itself must fail. Therefore, it is a stronger statement to report the failureof the subquery than to report the failure of the query itself. The best possible response is to report aminimal failing subquery (MFS).3Consider that the following query fails: ward (patient: P, ward name: maternity), infected (patient: P, infection: I), (Q1)contagious (name: I), staph (name: I).This query asks if there are any patients on the maternity ward with a contagious staphylococcus infection.Say the answer is no. The response that the subquery infected (patient: P, infection: I), staph (name: I).fails would be more informative. Coupled with the knowledge that this is a minimal failing subquery, it iseven more informative; for instance, it states implicitly that there are patients with infections.Let DB be a database in DATALOG [37]. Let ~q be the variables in the query formula Q. (This is the tupletemplate for the answer set.) A query fails whenDB 6` 9~q:Q (F1)In such cases, it is said that the query contains a false presupposition; the query itself, or one of itssubqueries|a logical presupposition of the query|evaluates to false.Likewise, a database system can respond to a failing query with a maximally succeeding subquery (MSS).Consider query Q1 again. The system could respond that the query fails, but that the subquery infected (patient: P, infection: I), contagious (name: I).succeeds. In other words, there are patients with contagious infections, but none have a contagious staphy-lococcus infection, and none are on the maternity ward.Sometimes a query must fail, given the semantics of the database. Consider the query ward (patient: P, ward name: maternity), infected (patient: P, infection: I), (Q2)patient (name: P, gender: male).1Otherwise, why ask it? Of course, there are cases when a user is attempting to conrm that a given query fails, but this isnot the majority case.2This is without loss of generality.3A failing subquery is minimal i no subquery of it fails. 1
There may be an integrity constraint associated with the database which ensures that any patient assignedto the maternity ward is female (hence, not male). Thus this query cannot have answers, unless the rules ofthe database change. To assume an answer to the query would lead to a contradiction.When a query necessarily fails, it is said to contain a misconception.4 That a query contains a misconceptionis a stronger statement than that a query fails. In misconception cases, an explanation of why the query failscan be produced, based upon a contradiction proof. A query Q is said to have a misconception whenDB ` :9~q:Q (F2)One will see that this is strictly stronger logically than F1, the denition for when a query contains a falsepresupposition.Again, it is useful to identify a minimal subquery that leads to contradiction, or a minimal conictingsubquery (MCS). For example, an MCS for query Q2 would be ward (patient: P, ward name: maternity), patient (name: P, gender: male).It would be worthwhile to extend database systems with facilities to nd minimal failing, maximal succeeding,and minimal conicting subqueries. Such cooperative features would make database systems easier to use.All three of these cooperative behaviors for better response to failing database queries require search for aminimal subquery. It is this search for a minimal that is the focus of this paper.There has been much research on the topic, in particular on nding MFSs [7, 24, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32]. Thiswork has not formally addressed the complexity of nding MFSs to queries. The implicit assumption hasbeen that it may cost exponential time in worst case even to nd one MFS. Much work has been devoted toheuristics and other means to reduce the search time to nd MFSs, so that the search could be limited, inmost cases, to render the problem tractable in practice.No commercial database systems today oer the above cooperative features. Very few academic systemshave prototyped such. In this paper, the previous algorithms for nding MFSs to queries are shown to beintractable, even in \average" case, despite the measures taken to avoid this. This apparent intractabilitymay be the reason why such capabilities remain unimplemented in mainstream information systems today.The complexity prole of these search problems is quite surprising. This paper addresses the inherentcomplexity of an MFS, MSS, or MCS facility for relational and deductive database systems. This paperoers both good and bad news for the possibility of such a facility. Certain MFS facilities are quite tractableand easy to provide; for instance, nding an MFS of a query. Other facilities are intractable; for instance,nding all MFSs of a query. Meanwhile, a facility to nd some MFSs of a query warrants more discussion,and is addressed in this report.To nd an MFS or MSS of a query is shown to cost at most N subsequent queries to the database, where Nis the number of conjuncts in the original query. To nd a number of subsequent MFSs or MSSs of a querycan be expensive. It is shown that to nd O(N ) MFSs or MSSs of a query of size N is NP-complete.The next section reviews previous work done with the MFS problem, work that preceded, and the accom-plishments. Section 3 denes an abstraction of these minimization problems. The abstraction involves ndingminimal elements with respect to some test which is monotonic with respect to subset (if a set tests true,then any superset of it will test true) over a nite boolean lattice. Call a Minimal Element in the Latticewith respect to a test an MEL. A complexity analysis and algorithms for nding an MEL are presented.Section 4 extends the problem to enumerating MELs. The complexity of the enumeration is established,and the enumeration problems for MFSs, MSSs, and MCSs are shown to be equivalent in complexity. Ageneral algorithm to enumerate MELs, ISHMAEL, is developed in Section 5. Heuristics, caching, and othertechniques are evaluated for their potential to improve performance. Section 6 considers other theoretical4This terminology arises from the fact that when a user asks a query that necessarily fails, it indicates that the user has amisconception with regards to the semantics of the database; the user thought the query could result in answers.2
issues raised by the MEL enumeration problem. Many of these issues remain as future work. In particular,the probability distribution of nding given MELs is considered, and it is shown why the MEL algorithmdoes not oer a probabilistic attack on NP-completeness. In Section 7, related problems and applicationsthat may benet by the analysis, techniques, and algorithms for MEL (and MFS) presented in this paperare considered, and concluding remarks made.2 BackgroundA student asks an appropriate university database\Who passed CMSC 420 in the fall semester of 1991?"The database returns with the answer \No one," leaving the student possibly to think that CMSC 420 wasa very hard course. The student then asks\Who failed CMSC 420 in the fall semester of 1991?"Again, the database returns with the answer \No one." Finally, the student is suspicious and asks\Who taught CMSC 420 in the fall semester of 1991?"The database answers again \No one."Kaplan [26, 27] called this behavior stonewalling. If the initial question had been asked to a person instead,he or she would have probably answered immediately with a reply such as \Oh, there was no such coursetaught last semester." Databases stonewall. They will answer a yes/no question with a yes or a no regardlessof whether the answer is misleading.There has been prior interest in such stonewalling behavior (and in avoiding it) within the domain of naturallanguage dialog. Strawson [36] claimed that for a statement to have a truth value, it should be necessarythat all of its presuppositions be true. A presupposition of a statement is any statement entailed by theoriginal. Consider the question \Is the king of France bald?" The statement cannot be answered yes or noaccording to Strawson, because the presupposition that there is a king of France is false.Belnap and Steel considered such issues as related to information systems. They state \A question, Q,presupposes a statement, A, if and only if the truth of A is a logically necessary condition for there beingsome true answer to Q" [1]. This is not as rigid a condition as Strawson's; the query Q is considered to befalse if it has any false presuppositions.Grice [23] enumerated a number of maxims to which one ought to adhere in conversation in order to becooperative. He states that an answer to a query should be correct, non-misleading, and relevant. Guaranteescan be made that databases answer queries correctly. However, when databases stonewall, their answers aremisleading. This commonly happens whenever a query has false presuppositions.Colmerauer and Pique addressed the problem of false presuppositions in their work to translate naturallanguage queries into a logical formalism [6]. They employ a three-valued logic that allows a sentence to bemarked as undened when such false presuppositions occur. They translate natural language sentences intoa recursive datastructure they call a three branch quantier tree (3BQ tree). Fig. 1 shows this representationfor the statement \Every student owns a car." In their work, however, they do not develop a means toidentify false presuppositions to the user.Kaplan [26, 27] may have been the rst to note the relevance of false presuppositions to databases. Anysubquery of a conjunctive relational query may be considered a presupposition to the query, at least inBelnap's and Steel's view. If any subquery fails (evaluates false), then the query necessarily fails too.3
every (8) a (9)X studentX Y car ownsY X Y\Every student owns a car."8X:[student(X)  ! 9Y:[car(Y ) ^ owns(X;Y )]]Figure 1: Quantier Tree Representation.Within the domain of databases, Kaplan equates the false presupposition problem to that of nding theminimal failing subqueries. He notes that this problem is independent of natural language; it is an issue forany formal query language and query answering system.Kaplan built a system called CO-OP (A Cooperative Query System), which couples a natural languagequery system and a CODASYL database management system, SEED [37]. CO-OP provides cooperativeresponses to simple natural language questions, requesting the relevant data from the database. The systemwas used and tested over a real database from the National Center for Atmospheric Research by both usersand programmers.In related work, Lee [28] developed a CODASYL database system which detects and presents false presup-positions to database queries. The query language employed is called HI-IQ (HIerarchical Interactive Querylanguage). He too noted the independence of the MFS problem from natural language.Janas [24] studied the computational feasibility of reporting the smallest subqueries that fail. If one considersa conjunctive query as a set of atoms to be satised, then the subqueries are the elements of the power set.In all, there are 2N  2 subqueries for a conjunctive query with N atoms, disregarding the query itself (whichhas already been seen to fail) and ;, the empty query. The query Q1 (on page 1) has 4 atoms, so there are14 subqueries to consider. The nave approach is to test all of them. This will incur exponential cost overthe length of the query.Janas introduces an algorithm for nding the minimal failing subqueries. He recognizes the inherent in-tractability of the algorithm, but surmises that the connectivity of the query can be exploited to reduce thenumber of subqueries in the lattice that need to be considered. Fig. 2 shows this lattice for the query Q1from the introduction. Here only twelve of the subqueries need to be considered; the absent two are disjointand do not have to be evaluated.5 (See Section 5.6 for more on this.) Janas also proposes that the integrityconstraints associated with the database can be used to reduce the number of subqueries that need to beevaluated.Kaplan [27] devises an algorithm similar to Janas's that operates over a query translated into MQL, thequery language CO-OP employs internally, but he does not consider the computational issues involved. Hepoints out that his algorithm to nd false presuppositions is independent of domain specic knowledge (asis Janas's). These are techniques that are applicable over any domain. Kaplan also introduces the notion ofgeneralizing a failing query into a query which succeeds; if a query fails due to a failing subquery, somehowthe failing parts are removed, resulting in a new query that does have answers. This can serve as a tool incorrecting possible errors in users' queries, and to give the user information related to the query asked.6Corella et al. [7] considered nding the MFSs to conjunctive boolean queries for library searches. Their5A disjoint query is equivalent to the union of several independent queries.6However, this is not as powerful as identifying a maximally succeeding subquery, as seen in examples in the introduction.4
 ward (P, maternity), infected (P,I),contagious (I), staph (I). (Q1) ward (P, maternity),infected (P,I),contagious (I).  ward (P, maternity),infected (P,I),staph (I).  infected (P,I),contagious (I),staph (I). ward (P, maternity),infected (P,I).  infected (P,I),contagious (I).  infected (P,I),staph (I).  contagious (I),staph (I). ward (P, maternity).  infected (P,I).  contagious (I).  staph (I).Figure 2: A lattice of subqueries.system also reports the number of matches found for each subquery and displays the results graphically.The MFSs then are just the subqueries which had zero matches. This is intended to help the user to chooseamong the subqueries to pursue.Motro [31, 32] extended on the notion of false presuppositions. Instead of considering only the subqueries ofa query, as dened above, he considers certain generalizations of the query as well, which are logical presup-positions to the query. The query generalizations are obtained by relaxing to a degree some of the conditionsin the query. A subquery is an extreme generalization: some of the conditions have been completely removed(and, hence, are vacuously true).For example, if part of a query is that someone's salary is greater than or equal to forty thousand dollarsa year, this condition could be relaxed to that the salary is greater than or equal to thirty-nine thousand.This necessitates that a function for each predicate that can be relaxed be supplied. The step size of therelaxation step must also be decided. For instance in the above example, salary is relaxed in one thousanddollar increments. Eventually a literal may relax to true and be removed.This method combines the notion of relaxing queries into more general queries and that of searching forfalse presuppositions. Now instead of nding minimal failing subqueries, a system could return maximallygeneralized failing queries (MGQs). Such responses have the potential to be more informative than reportingjust the MFSs.Motro's method extends the lattice of presuppositions compared with the subquery lattice. Consider thequery  employee (age: A, gender: G, salary: S), (Q3)A  30, G = female, S  40k.Fig. 3 shows the start of a generalization lattice for the query, in which the three conditions are beingrelaxed.7 This paper focuses on nding MFSs; the search for MGQs is considered briey in Section 6.One may argue that even if the cost of nding minimal failing subqueries remains high, it may well be osetby the benets that these cooperative responses oer. When informed of the part of the query that fails,the user will not waste time asking follow-up questions which also necessarily fail, while he or she continues7A generalization lattice for a query is not necessarily nite, as is the subquery lattice.5
...... ... ......  : : :, A  31,G = female,S  39k. : : :, A  31,S  40k.  : : :, A  30,S  39k. : : :, A  32,G = female,S  40k.  : : :, A  30,G = female,S  38k.
 : : :, A  31,G = female, S  40k.  : : :, A  30,S  40k.  : : :, A  30,G = female, S  39k. : : :, A  30, G = female, S  40k. (Q3)
Figure 3: An extended lattice of subqueries.to look for the information originally desired. The overall reduction in cumulative query-answering costscould be signicant, especially if the user would have asked many spurious queries otherwise, as in Kaplan'sstonewalling examples. Furthermore, by preventing stonewalling, the user is less likely to become frustrated,dissuaded from his or her goal, or even misinformed; so the database system becomes more eective.A number of people have been concerned with how to detect misconceptions in queries. Mays [29] exploredhow to employ the schema information of a relational database in order to correct misconceptions, wheneverpossible. McCoy [30] used world (or general) knowledge to correct object related misconceptions that a usermight have about the properties of a given object or class. As stated above, Janas considered the use ofa database's integrity constraints to eliminate subqueries from consideration; however, he did not considerproviding an explanation of a query's failure.The realization that a query's failure assured by integrity constraints is more meaningful than just exhaustivefailure motivated the work in cooperative answering by Gal and Minker [16, 17, 18]. The cooperativeanswering system developed by Gal [16] identies the integrity constraints that guarantee failure, and providesa response to the user based on them. Gal also recognized the need to provide an MCS, but did not addresshow to identify the minimal subqueries with misconceptions. See the survey [14] for more background.In [15, 21] the design and implementation of a cooperative database system are discussed, in which miscon-ception detection and explanation are key components. In this system, all three problems, MFS, MSS, andMCS, are to be addressed.3 Analysis|Finding a Minimal Failing SubqueryAt rst consideration, it may seem that nding one MFS for a query is potentially intractable. None of thework in the literature states the case any dierently. Some further consideration, however, will show thatthis is not the case. A recursive descent algorithm which nds an MFS for a query via N subsequent queriesto the database is presented in Section 3.5.On the other hand, to nd all MFSs for a query is hard. It requires exponential time in worst case. This istrue due to the simple fact that there can be an exponential number of MFSs of a query, so it can requireexponential time to report all of them. To see this, assume that all subqueries of size N=2 are MFSs of a6
breadth-rst depth-rsttop-down O(2N ) O(N )bottom-up O(2N ) ?Table 1: Search strategies for nding an MELquery of N literals.8 There exist   NN=2 such subqueries. O(  NN=2) = 
(2N ) so it is O(2N ).The next natural question then is how much does it cost to enumerate the MFSs of a query? That is, onceone MFS is known, how much does it cost to nd a second MFS, a third, and so forth? There exist severalpossibilities for the complexity of such an enumeration algorithm. In the rst case, the time required to ndeach subsequent answer might be bounded to within some xed polynomial. So it would require only somexed polynomial time with respect to N to nd a subsequent MFS. The second case is worse, but still oersdecent behavior. It might require xed polynomial time with respect to N plus k, where k is the numberof answers found as of this point. After an \exponential" number of answers have been found, the time tond the next answer appears to be \exponential" with respect to N . However, the time needed betweenanswers would grow slowly, and predictably. In the third case, after nding k MFSs, to nd another may beintractable. In this case, it is important to determine k, and whether it is a constant or is related to N , thesize of the query.3.1 An abstractionLet us present an abstraction of the MFS problem. Consider the nite boolean algebra formed over theset S = fe1; : : : ; eNg with respect to containment; that is, the powerset of S. This lattice consists of 2Nelements, with S as the top element and ; as the bottom.Let the test T be a unary relation over 2S (T  2S ) such that T is monotonic with respect to subset; thatis, if A 2 T , then for any superset B of A, B 2 T . For the sake of this discussion, assume that evaluating Tis of unit cost.Call a minimal element in the lattice with respect to the test T an MEL. Thus A is an MEL i A 2 T and8B  A: B 62 T .The MFS problem easily maps into this MEL problem. The T in this case is to ask the query to the databasesystem. If the query fails, then the test returns true. Otherwise, if the query has a non-empty answer set,the test returns false.9Given an S and a monotonic T over S, nding whether there exists an answer is trivial. Ask if S 2 T . If(and only if) yes, there exists an answer. This indicates that nding an MEL, a minimal answer, may alsobe simple.It may seem counterintuitive initially to divide the MFS problem in this way, into two parts, a test anda search space. Any resulting strategy would seem to have to be generate-and-test, which rarely is themost ecient approach algorithmically. This abstraction will, however, help to shed light on the inherentcomplexity of the problem. Furthermore, it will be seen that there is not, in fact, a more ecient algorithmicapproach to be had.8Assume that N is even, without loss of generality.9This notation may be initially confusing! Remember that queries resulting in empty answer sets test true.7
boolean a mel (Top, var Mel) fif test (Top) then fa mel true (Top, Mel)return trueg elsereturn falsega mel true (Top, var Mel) fSet := TopMinimal := truewhile Minimal and Set 6= [] fchoose Ele 2 Set Set := Set   [Ele]if test (Top  [Ele]) then fa mel true (Top  [Ele], Mel)Minimal := falseggif Minimal thenMel := TopgAlgorithm 1: An algorithm for nding an MEL in N2 steps.3.2 Finding an MELTo nd an MEL of a set S given a monotonic test T requires searching the complete boolean lattice over 2Swith respect to containment, so the search space is very large. The search can be done either breadth-rstor depth-rst; it can be directed either top-down (starting with S) or bottom-up (starting with ;).The breadth of this lattice is very large, so breadth-rst search cannot fare well. The depth of the lattice,however, is xed at N , so depth-rst search should fare well. Table 1 shows how these search strategies fare.To nd all MELs was seen to be of order exponential time, simply because there can be an exponentialnumber of MELs. The number of subsets of S of length N=2 is   NN=2. Therefore, breadth-rst search alwayswill be in order exponential time. If the search is top-down, assume that all the MELs are smaller than N=2.If the search is bottom-up, assume that all the MELs are larger than N=2. In either case, all the subsets oflength N=2 will be explored before the rst MEL is found.Better results can be obtained with depth-rst search. Any MEL is only at most N steps away from S or ;in the lattice. It is not clear how the search could proceed bottom-up in an intelligent fashion. The test Twill not help to decide which edge of the lattice to traverse next. However, if the search proceeds top-down,the test can be used to advantage.The procedure amel (Alg. 1) is an algorithm for nding an MEL of a set with respect to a given test. Itproceeds depth-rst, top-down. Set S is initially tested; if it fails (S 62 T ), there is no need to proceed.10Otherwise, an element is removed from S and the resulting subset tested. If the subset fails, another elementis chosen and tested instead. If all the possibilities fail, then it is known that S passed the test (S 2 T ) andthat none of its subsets did; hence, it is minimal so it is an MEL. If, on the other hand, one of the subsetspassed, recursively proceed. Any MEL of the subset is also an MEL of S. It is assumed that test (;) fails.Consider a mel called on the set fa; b; c; dg, and that the set has a single MEL, fag. Let amel's selection10In the case that we are checking a query for MFSs, if the query evaluated to a non-empty answer set, there is no need toproceed; a non-empty query has no MFSs. 8
fgfcg fbgfdg fagfa; cg fa; bgfc; dg fa; dgfb; dg fb; cg
fa; b; dg fa; b; cgfb; c; dg fa; c; dgfa; b; c; dg
Figure 4: Routine a mel run on fa; b; c; dg to nd MEL fag.rule in the choose statement be to choose the rst element from the set as written. (Assume that the set isordered.) Fig. 4 demonstrates a mel's search. The solid lines show the edges of the lattice which a mel truetraverses. The underlined sets fail the test, so the search does not proceed under them. The boxed setssucceed, and a mel is called recursively.Theorem 1. The worst-case running time of a mel (S) is (N2), for which N is the length of set S, andeach invocation of test costs unit time.11 The running time of a mel (S) is bound by N (N  1)=2 steps.Proof. Algorithm a mel is O(N2), and always completes within N (N   1)=2 steps.To determine whether a subset is an MEL requires, in worst case, that all its immediate subsets betested. There are at most N of these. Assume that, in worst case, all but the last tests false. Therecursive descent to the MEL takes at most N steps. On each recursive call, the size of the input setis reduced by one. The number of tests performed is thus N + (N   1) + : : :+ 1. So, in worst case, atmost N (N   1)=2 tests are performed.Algorithm a mel has a worst-case running time of 
(N2).Consider S = fe1; : : : ; eng. Let S have one MEL: fe1; : : : ; en=2g. (Assume that n is even, without lossof generality.) Let the selection rule of a mel in the choose statement select the rst element of the set.(Consider the sets to be ordered sets.)Consider the invocation of a mel true (fe1; : : : ; eng). First e1 is removed and the remaining sub-set tested; then e2 is removed, e3, and so forth. So the sets fe2; : : : ; eng, fe1; e3; : : : ; eng, throughfe1; : : : ; en=2 1; en=2; : : : ; eng are all tested with each one failing. Finally fe1; : : : ; en=2; en=2+1; : : : ; engis tested and succeeds. This constitutes (n=2)+1 tests before a mel true (fe1; : : : ; en=2; en=2+1; : : : ; eng)is recursively called.This call to a mel true will likewise perform (n=2)+1 tests before the next recursive invocation. Thereare n=2 such recursive stages before a mel true (fe1; : : : ; en=2g) is called. This last call performs n=2tests to verify the MEL.11The denitions for the asymptotic upper bound (O), the asymptotic lower bound (
), and the asymptotic tight bound ()employed here are the same as presented in [8]. 9
array mel (set)integer Lastboolean all mels (Top) fLast := 0if test (Top) then fall mels true (Top)return trueg elsereturn falsegall mels true (Set) fMinimal := trueforeach Ele 2 Set fif test (Set  [Ele]) then fall mels true (Set   [Ele])Minimal := falseggif Minimal then fLast := Last+ 1mel (Last) := SetggAlgorithm 2: A nave algorithm for nding all MELs.The initial call to a mel executed one test before calling a mel true. In total, this results in n2=4+n=2+1calls to test. Hence the worst-case running time of a mel is 
(N2).Algorithm a mel is worst-case running time of (N2). 2The recursive descent method employed by a mel is certainly not a new observation. Bylander et al. [2] showthis algorithm for certain abduction problems, closely related to the MEL problem here, and they show thatit is O(N2) to nd an answer.3.3 Finding all MELsIt is still not clear, however, what is the best search strategy for nding all the MELs of a set (with respectto a monotonic test); or at least what is a good search strategy for nding a number of MELs eciently.However, the algorithm a mel can be modied in a simple manner to nd all MELs, in principle.The algorithm all mels (Alg. 2) shows how the algorithm 1 can be reworked for this. The while loop of a melis replaced with a foreach loop in all mels so that each of the possible paths to an MEL is explored in turn.Two global variables are used to store the MELs as they are found: the array mel is an array of type set,and as each MEL is found, it is added to the next free slot in the array;12 the integer Last points to the lastarray position in mel to have been lled. When Last is 0, no MEL has yet been found.The algorithms that have been suggested for MFS search are essentially isomorphic to all mels. Janas presentssuch an algorithm in [24]. His algorithm works top-down and depth-rst, and the algorithm continues untilall MFSs are found. The procedural control is that of all mels.12Assume that the array mel is dynamically allocated and is not of xed length.10
Motro presents an algorithm [31] to search his extended lattice for a query to nd all maximal failinggeneralizations of the query. In the trivial case (when all the relaxation operators return true for any input),his search is over the same lattice space as for all mels, and the maximal failing generalizations are equivalentto just the MFSs. His algorithm reduces to all mels. It proceeds top-down, depth-rst, and the control isthe same as that for all mels.3.4 Finding some MELsNeither Janas nor Motro stated that their algorithms would nd the rst MFS in O(N2) time, althoughthe algorithms should have this performance. Unfortunately, the performance of all mels (and, hence, theseother algorithms) breaks down immediately. The time to nd a second (unique) MEL can be|and usuallyis|exponential.Consider a S = fe1; : : : ; eNg and a test T which yields two MELs with respect to S: fe1; e2g and feN 1; eNg.The algorithm all mels will nd the second of these rst, because it will throw out e1 in the rst stage. Atthe second stage (recursive invocation), the algorithm is called to nd all the MELs of fe2; : : : ; eNg.Unfortunately, throwing away any one of fe2; : : : ; eN 2g will yield a subset which tests true. The foreachstatement will recursively invoke all mels on each of these. This same redundancy will exist in each recursiveinvocation. The invocation of all mels on fe2; : : : ; eNg will arrive at feN 1; eNg (N   3)! number of times.So all mels called on fe1; : : : ; eNg will spend at least (N   3)! steps between nding the MEL feN 1; eNgand nding the next MEL fe1; e2g.In fact, the way that all mels is written, it will insert the same MEL feN 1; eNg into the array mel at leastan exponential number of times. This may be considered an oversight, and could easily be corrected. (Acheck can be added in the last if clause to assure that the set is not already in the mel array before addingit.) Of course, this will not change the time complexity of the algorithm.As is, the algorithm does nd each subsequent MEL in O(N2) time, but each subsequent MEL is not unique,a necessary criterion. Once the algorithm is modied to report each MEL once, the time to the second MELis exponential in worst case. This might seem to indicate the possibility that nding one MEL is easy, butnding two or more is intractable. However, this would be paradoxical. If the order of presentation of the\set" S were reversed, feN ; : : : ; e1g, then the MEL fe1; e2g would be found rst, and found quickly. (Thetwo MELs are symmetrically indistinguishable.)In Section 4, it is shown that to nd O(N ) MELs is the equivalent of an NP-complete problem. To nd asecond or third MEL can be shown to be polynomial, and, in fact, still within N2 calls to the test. Thisindicates that a much better algorithm for enumerating MELs (and, hence, MFSs, MSSs, and MCSs) canbe devised.3.5 A faster algorithm for nding an MELBefore continuing, an improvement on the algorithm a mel (Alg. 1) can be made for nding a single MEL.The search for an MEL can be shown to be within O(N ). Algorithm a mel fast(Alg. 3) runs in O(N ) time.In a mel fast (Alg. 3, just one call to test is needed per element in the input set. If the result is true, theelement is thrown away. Otherwise, if the result is false, the element must be a member of the MEL beingconstructed. The following observation makes this improvement possible.Lemma 2. If S 2 T and (S   feg) 62 T , then any MEL of S must contain e.Proof. Assume that R is an MEL of S which does not contain e. Then R is a subset of (S   feg). SoR 62 T , since T is monotonic with respect to subset. Thus R cannot be an MEL. This contradicts the11
boolean a mel fast (Top, Mel) fif test (Top) then fa mel true (Top, Mel, [])return trueg elsereturn falsega mel true (Set, Mel, Core) fif Set = [] thenMel := Coreelse fchoose Ele 2 Setif test ((Set  [Ele]) [ Core) thena mel true (Set  [Ele], Mel, Core)else a mel true (Set  [Ele], Mel, Core[ [Ele])ggAlgorithm 3: An algorithm for nding a MEL in N steps.original assumption. 2Theorem 3. The algorithm a mel fast (S) has a running time of N steps, in which N is the size of S, andeach invocation of test costs unit time.Proof. In algorithm a mel fast, only one call to test per element of the input set S is needed. If (S feg) 2 T ,then the element e can be thrown away; else e must show up in the nal answer. In this latter case, eis added to an accumulator, Core. Thus a mel fast will complete within N calls to test. 24 The Complexity of EnumerationThe complexity of nding an MEL has now been established. Next, the complexity of enumerating MELsis to be considered. It shall be shown that to nd O(jSj) MELs of S is NP-complete. To nd k MELs, forany xed k, can be done in polynomial time.4.1 An Abstraction|Enumerating MinimalsLet us present a set-theoretic version of MEL in order to consider its algorithmic complexity.Denition 4. Dene MEL as follows. Consider any pair hS; T i, in which S is a set and T is a Turingmachine, S is represented via an enumeration of its elements, and T has the following properties: T is dened over the domain of 2S ; T halts and returns yes or no on any input in its domain; T runs in polynomial time (for some xed polynomial) on any input in its domain; and if T returns yes on input A, then for all B  S such that A  B, T returns yes on input B; inother words, T is upwardly closed over 2S .In this case we say that the Turing machine T decides a set. Let us take liberty with the notation andwrite A 2 T if machine T returns yes on input A, and A 62 T otherwise.12
Consider the pair hhS; T i;Ai such that A  S, and A is represented via an enumeration of its elements.hhS; T i;Ai 2MEL i A  S, A 2 T , and 8B  A: B 62 T .It can be seen that MEL is P, in polynomial time. To evaluate whether A 2 T can be done in polynomialtime. Each immediate subset of A must be tested too (and each must evaluate false). This is polynomial intotal.Denition 5. Dene exists (M) as follows:X 2 exists (M) i 9C: hX ; Ci 2M.Here C is called a certicate, and certies that X is in exists (M).We are interested in the class exists (MEL). Clearly exists (MEL) is NP since MEL is in P. In fact,exists (MEL) is P also, as demonstrated by the algorithm a mel (Alg. 1) and Theorem 1.Let us expand the notion of exists to that of enumerate. We are interested to know how dicult it is toidentify a number of certicates of MEL, instead of just one, as with exists.Denition 6. Dene enumerate (M, h) as follows:X 2 enumerate (M, h) i there exist C1; : : : ; Ch (jXj) distinct certicates such thath (jXj)î=1 hX ; Cii 2 M:There are some problems for which the enumeration version is intractable, while the existence problem isnot. MEL is such a problem. In the next section, it is shown that for any linear function linear, suchthat O(linear (N )) = O(N ), enumerate (MEL, linear) is NP-complete. In Section 5.3, it is shown that forany constant function constant, such that O(constant (N )) = O(N0), enumerate (MEL, constant) is P.(Notice that this is a stronger result than just the result that exists (MEL) is P.)4.2 Enumeration is hardWe shall show that the enumeration problem for MELs is hard. The proof will encode a CNF propositionaltheory into a MEL enumeration problem. To determine whether an arbitrary CNF propositional theory issatisable, known as the problem SAT, is NP-complete [20]. These terms are dened as follows.Denition 7. A propositional theory C is in CNF form when it is of the form C1 ^ : : :^ Ck. Each clauseCi is of the form L1;i _ : : :_ Lmi;i. Each Li;j represents a given propositional variable or the negationthereof.We shall consider a CNF theory as represented by a set of sets. Each inner-set represents a clause, adisjunction of the literals in the set. The set of sets then is considered to represent a conjunction ofthe clauses.Call a propositional theory in which no propositional variable appears negated a positive theory.Denition 8. Given a disjoint pair of sets of propositional variables hT ;Fi, let the truth table TT;F denotethe following truth assignment:For each pi, assign pitrue if pi 2 T ,false if pi 2 F , and 13
undened otherwise.TT;F is dened only when T \ F = ;. Let C be a propositional theory. Let TT;F j= C denote thatthe truth table described by TT;F satises C. TS is shorthand for TS; ;.Let P = fp1; : : : ; png represent the set of propositional variables13 that appear in C. CallM, a subsetof P, a model of C i TM;P M j= C. LetM models C, orM j= C, be shorthand for this.A CNF propositional theory, C, is in SAT (is satisable) i there exists a truth assignment that satisesit; that is, there exists anM such thatM j= C.The tests we consider for MEL problems are upwardly closed. Unfortunately, models of CNF theories arenot upwardly closed. That is, the fact that TM modelsC does not imply that TN models C, given N M.Therefore we shall consider only positive CNF theories, for which the property of upward closure does hold.This is the inherent reason why enumerate (MEL, linear) is NP while exists (MEL) is P.Denition 9. Dene the following transformation of a CNF propositional theory into a positive CNFpropositional theory.Let p1; : : : ; pn be the propositional variables of the theory C. Introduce new propositional variablespn+1; : : : ; p2n. For each negative occurrence of pi in a clause in C, replace it by a positive occurrenceof pn+i. Call the resulting positive theory pos(C).Lemma 10. Let C be a positive propositional theory. If TA j= C and A  B, then TB j= C. In otherwords, fM j M j= Cg is upwardly closed.Proof. Assume TA j= C and A  B. For each clause in C there exists at least one atom in the clause thatis in A. This assures the truth of the clause. Each such atom is in B too, so TB j= C by the sameargument. 2Theorem 11. For any given function linear such that O(linear (N )) = O(N ), there exists a polynomial tsuch that enumerate (MEL, linear), restricted over the domain of pairs hS; T i such that jT j  t (jSj),is NP-complete.Proof. Consider the tuple hS; T i. (Assume jSj is even, without loss of generality.)We show enumerate (MEL, linear) is NP.A certicate A such that hhS; T i;Ai 2 MEL is polynomial to verify. Check A 2 T and 8e 2A: A feg 62 T . Since T is polynomial, this can be checked in polynomial time. There are only O(N )of these A's to check, so the total check is polynomial.A reduction of SAT to enumerate (MEL, linear) is presented.Let C be a CNF propositional theory and P = fp1; : : : ; png be the set of its propositional variables,where n = jSj=2. Without loss of generality, the size of C can be restricted to within a constant factorof n.Assume, without loss of generality, that for all pi, Tfpig;; 6j= C and T;; fpig 6j= C. Also assumeT;;P 6j= C. These constitute 2n+ 1 truth assignments to pre-check, hence this subproblem of SAT isstill NP-complete.The following tuple hS; T i is constructed with respect to pos(C).Let S = fp1; : : : ; p2ng.13Propositional variables are also called atoms in the text. 14
Let Ci = (pi ^ pn+i) for 1  i  n. Each of these is a positive propositional theory too.Let T be a Turing machine that decides the set fA j TA j= pos(S) _TA j= C1 _ : : :_TA j= Cng.The combined test above as constructed is within a xed polynomial size with respect to the size of C,the input problem from SAT. The size of S is within a xed polynomial size with respect to the size ofC. Thus, the transformation from C to hS; T i preserves the size of the input. It can be also assumedthat the Turing machine T , which decides the test, is smaller than t (jSj), without loss of generality.Each individual test (fA j TA j= Cig, 0  i  n), is monotonic over S by Lemma 10. Hence, theunion of these tests, T , is monotonic over S.We show hS; T i 2 enumerate (MEL, n+ 1) =) C 2 SAT.If hS; T i 2 enumerate (MEL, n+ 1), then one of the n + 1 answers must have passed because itmodels pos(C), since there are only n possible answers that can model C1 through Cn; namely, thesets fp1; pn+1g; : : : ; fpn; p2ng. Let A be this answer, so TA j= pos(C). Note that 6 9i: pi; pn+i 2 A.Otherwise, A would not be minimal. Given this A, a truth assignment is constructed that will satisfyC. Let A+ = fpi 2 P j pi 2 Ag. Let A  = fpi 2 P j pn+i 2 Ag. The truth assignment TA+;A  isdened since A+ \A  = ;. TA+;A  j= C.The direction C 2 SAT =) hS; T i 2 enumerate (MEL, n+ 1) follows in a similar manner. 2The above theorem was devised independently to address the MFS problem. It should be noted that asimilar theorem for a given class of abduction problems is presented by Bylander et al. in [2]. The proof ofthat theorem follows in a very similar manner.The reason we restrict the domain of MEL in the above theorem to pairs hS; T i such that jT j  t (jSj), isto show that the MEL enumeration problem is intractable with respect to the size of the input set S, notjust with respect to the size of the input set hS; T i. Naturally, that the more general case of MEL, notrestricted over this domain, is NP-complete follows.4.3 Enumerating MFSs, MSSs, and MCSs is also hard4.3.1 MFSsIt is easy to see how the MFS problem can be mapped to the MEL problem discussed above. The top elementin the lattice is the (conjunctive) query. Given the query consists of N literals, the lattice is a complete 2Nboolean lattice. Our test is to evaluate the query against the database. Call this test based on the databaseEDB . Consider a query Q.Q 2 EDB i Q evaluates to the empty set against DB.This EDB is monotonic with respect to subset. If a subquery evaluates to the empty set, the query must too.Algorithm a mel fast (Alg. 3) demonstrates how an MFS can be found for a query, asking N queries tothe database. However, it has not been shown that nding O(N ) MFSs for a query is as hard as MEL.One might imagine that there can be a smarter algorithm for nding MFSs than there can be for MELs,through some intelligent exploitation of the database. It shall be shown that there cannot be. To do this,it is necessary to show that suciently hard databases exist. The proof of theorem 11 can be modied toshow an encoding into relational tables.Denition 12. The set MFS is dened as follows: 15
MFS = fhhQ; EDBi;Mi j M  Q andQ has the MELM with respect to EDBgTheorem 13. For any given function linear such that O(linear (N )) = O(N ),enumerate (MFS, linear) is NP-hard.Proof. The proof is constructed in the same manner as Proof 11. The dierence is that EDB needs to beconstructed instead of T .Let C be a CNF propositional theory and P = fp1; : : : ; png be the set of propositional variablesappearing inC. As before, assume, without loss of generality, that for all pi, Tfpig;; 6j= C and T;; fpig 6j=C. Also assume T;;P 6j= C.Consider pos(C). The following EDB is constructed: for each atom pi for 1  i  2n dene a binarydatabase relation. Call these relations by the names pi also.Next, DB is constructed by dening its tables, which tuples are in each relation. Assume pos(C) has k clauses, fC1; : : : ; Ckg. For each relation pi 2 fp1; : : : ; png construct its table in the following way:for each clause Cj 2 fC1; : : : ; Ckgif the atom corresponding to the relation's name does not appear in clause Cj, insert thetuple hj; positivei in the table.(Thus, pi(j; positive) is considered true.) Likewise, for each relation pi 2 fpn+1; : : : ; p2ng construct its table in the following way:for each clause Cj 2 fC1; : : : ; Ckgif the atom corresponding to the relation's name does not appear in clause Cj, insert thetuple hj; negativei in the table. These are the only entries in each table.Let the query Q be  p1(X;Y1), : : :, pn(X;Yn); pn+1(X;Y1), : : :, p2n(X;Yn).Q is of length 2n literals. Note that Q is empty. It contains a pi(X;Yi) and a pn+i(X;Yi). Thesecannot join over Yi, given the tables as constructed.No subquery of Q of length one is empty, since no single atom is in every clause. Otherwise, therewould be a truth assignment satisfying C of the form Tfpig;; j= C or T;; fpig j= C. By assumption,there are no such assignments. Thus, every subquery of the form h pi(X;Yi); pn+i(X;Yi).i is a MFS.There are n of these MFSs.We show hQ; EDBi 2 enumerate (MFS, linear) =) C 2 SAT.If hQ; EDBi 2 enumerate (MFS, linear), then one of the n + 1 answers must have passed because itmodels pos(C). Call this MFS Q0.If a subset Q00 of Q has some answer, say X = j, it can only be because for any atom which wouldsatisfy Cj, the corresponding literal in Q is missing from Q00. Therefore, since Q0 has no answers, foreach Ci, there is a literal in Q0 for which the corresponding atom satises Ci. So for each literal in Q0,assign the corresponding atom the value true. This constitutes a model of pos(C). This implies thereis a model of C, as before.The direction C 2 SAT =) hQ; EDBi 2 enumerate (MFS, linear) follows in a similar manner. 216
4.3.2 MSSsIt may seem at rst consideration that once one knew the minimally failing subqueries MFSs of a query,there would be a simple procedure to determine the maximally succeeding subqueries (MSSs) of the query.Of course, any subquery of an MFS succeeds, by denition. However, there is no reason to assume thatthese subqueries will be maximal. Quite surprisingly, there does not appear to be any direct procedure todetermine the MSSs from the MFSs.14 Knowing the MFSs does not help to ascertain easily the MSSs, orvice versa.The MSS problem, however, can also be reduced to the MEL problem, and solved accordingly. Let query Qbe the query for which MSSs are to be found. Construct the test NDB as follows:NDB = fS  Q j DB ` 9:(Q  S)gThe test NDB is monotonic with respect to subset, for the same reason that the test EDB from above ismonotonic. The MELs found for set Q and test NDB (for a database DB) will be the inverses (with respectto Q) of the query Q's MSSs. Thus, an MEL search can be used for nding MSSs.It is to be proven that the search for MSSs is as dicult as the search for MELs. As in the case of MFSs, itis necessary to show that there are suciently hard databases for the MSS search.Denition 14. The set MSS is dened as follows:MSS = fhhQ;NDBi;Mi j M  Q andQ has the MELM with respect to NDBgTheorem 15. For any given function linear such that O(linear (N )) = O(N ),enumerate (MSS, linear) is NP-hard.Proof. The proof is constructed in the same manner as Proof 11. The dierence is that NDB needs to beconstructed instead of T .Let C be a CNF propositional theory and P = fp1; : : : ; png be the set of propositional variablesappearing inC. As before, assume, without loss of generality, that for all pi, Tfpig;; 6j= C and T;; fpig 6j=C. Also assume T;;P 6j= C.Consider pos(C). Let P 0 = fp1; : : : ; p2ng, the propositional variables of pos(C). DB is constructed bydening its tables, which tuples are in each relation. Assume pos(C) has k clauses, fC1; : : : ; Ckg. For each clause Ci in fC1; : : : ; CkgFor each pj 2 (P 0   Ci)For each q 2 (Ci   fpjg))add hj; ii to table q0 Construct the following view for each pi 2 P:Let fCsi;1; : : : ; Csi;rig, fsi;1; : : : ; si;rig  f1; : : : ; kg, be the set of clauses in which pi appears.The table will be (ri + 1)-ary.pi(Xi; : : : ; Xri ; 0)  pi0(X1; 1); : : : ; pi0(Xri ; ri):For each j 2 (f1; : : :2ng   fi; (n+ i)g)Add pi(0; : : : ; 0; j) These are the only entries in each table.Let the query Q be  p1(Xs1;1 ; : : :Xs1;r1 ; Y ), : : :, p2n(Xs2n;1 ; : : :Xs2n;r2n ; Y ).14This conversion is shown to be NP-hard in Section 6.1. 17
Q is of length 2n literals.We show hQ;NDBi 2 enumerate (MSS, linear) =) C 2 SAT.The answer tuple of Q is of the form hX1; : : : ; Xk; Y i.Exactly n of the MSSs of Q are of the formQ fpi(: : :); pn+i(: : :)g. Such a subquery has a non-emptyanswer set: namely, the tuple h0; : : : ; 0; ii is in the answer set by construction.One of the n + 1 MSSs must be of a dierent form, where Y = 0. Call this MSS Q0. The inverseof this query cannot contain both a pi and a pn+i literal; if it did, it would be a subquery of someQ  fpi(: : :); pn+i(: : :)g, but it is known that this subquery is maximal.For i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, if pi(: : :) 62 Q0, then pn+i(: : :) 2 Q0, and if pn+i(: : :) 62 Q0, then pi(: : :) 2 Q0. So ananswer tuple for Q0 will also be of the form hX1; : : : ; Xk; Y i.Consider a tuple in the answer set of Q0. For each i 2 f1; : : :kg, check Xi's value in the answer tuple.Say its value is j. Assigning pj the value true satises clause i in pos(C), by construction. Note thatpj(: : :) 62 Q0; otherwise Xi could not have value j by construction. Thus each clause is satised, andthere exists a model for pos(C). The model found for pos(C) can be directly translated into a modelfor C.The direction C 2 SAT =) hQ;NDBi 2 enumerate (MSS, linear) follows in a similar manner. 24.3.3 MCSsAny linear enumeration of MCSs of a query will necessarily be NP-hard.Say that a query leads necessarily to failure whenever a specially designated predicate called contradiction(written often as ?) is derivable, assuming an answer tuple to the query. The MCS problem then reduces toan abduction problem: nd a smallest set-of-support|aminimal subset of a base set of facts|which supporta given conclusion.Denition 16. The set MCS is dened as follows:MCS = fhhQ; T i;Mi j M  Q andT [M ` ?gwhere T is a theory written in some given logic, ? is an atom appearing in T , ` is some given monotonicproof theory applicable to the logic, and  groundsM with constants that do not appear in T .Such abduction problems have been explored and classied. (See [2].) We present a proof here for theedication of the reader.Theorem 17. For any given function linear such that O(linear (N )) = O(N ),enumerate (MCS, linear) is NP-hard.Proof. The proof is constructed in the same manner as Proof 11.Let C be a CNF propositional theory and P = fp1; : : : ; png be the set of propositional variablesappearing inC. As before, assume, without loss of generality, that for all pi, Tfpig;; 6j= C and T;; fpig 6j=C. Also assume T;;P 6j= C.Consider pos(C). Let P 0 = fp1; : : : ; p2ng, the propositional variables of pos(C). A theory T is con-structed based on pos(C). 18
 Assume pos(C) has k clauses, fC1; : : : ; Ckg. For each clause Ci in fC1; : : : ; CkgIntroduce a new propositional variable ci.For each pj 2 CiAdd the rule ci  pj . Add the rule ?  c1; : : : ; ck: For each pi 2 f1; : : : ; ngadd the rule ?  pi; pn+i.We show hP0; T i 2 enumerate (MCS, linear) =) C 2 SAT.At most, there are n MCSs of P 0 of the form fpi; pn+ig. Thus one of the n+1 MCSs contains at mosteither pi or pn+i for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, and ? is derivable from the MCS set. This means each of c1; : : : ; ckis derivable. Consider the rule by which ci can be derived: it must be of the form hci  pj:i forsome j. This pj is in the MCS. Assign pj true. The resulting model satises pos(C). A model can beconstructed directly from this which satises C.The direction C 2 SAT =) hP 0; T i 2 enumerate (MCS, linear) follows in a similar manner. 25 An Enumeration Algorithm5.1 Criteria for an Enumeration AlgorithmIn Section 3, it is shown that the standard algorithm for MEL, all mels in Alg. 2, is highly intractable forenumerating MELs. In Section 4, it is shown that to nd O(N ) MELs is, in principle, intractable. Still,there is much middle ground.An enumeration algorithm for MELs should have the following properties:1. nds subsequent MELs as quickly as is possible runs and halts quickly if there are a priori few MELs can be stopped early with partial results(some MELs were found)2. exploits the decomposability of the MEL problem3. is optimal with respect to the test(calls test only as often as is necessary)It was shown that to nd an MEL is within O(N ). It can be shown that to nd two MELs is still withinO(N ), to nd three MELs is bounded by O(N2), four by O(N3), and so forth. (See Section 5.3). Anenumeration algorithm should run within these bounds when enumerating MELs sequentially. The problemof nding the MELs of a set with respect to a test is decomposable: the MELs of any subset that passes thetest are also MELs of the set. The time to nd the MELs of a subset is diminished because the complexityfactor is over a smaller input set. Finally, since the test may be expensive (in the case of MFSs, the test isto evaluate a query against a database), the number of calls to test should be minimized.5.2 Factoring the LatticeThe problem with the search strategy of all mels (Alg. 2) is that the same MEL is encountered repeatedly.This arises from the fact that a lattice is being searched. The algorithm all mels searches the lattice as if itwere a tree. A way around this problem might be to prune the search space (the lattice) after each MEL isfound, so that the previously found MELs are not rediscovered.19
One way to do this is as follows: let D be the collection of MELs already seen; the set of sublattices, F , ofthe lattice, L, should be found such that151. any MEL N of L such that N 62 D is an MEL of some S 2 F , and2. for allM 2 D,M is not an MEL of any S 2 F .If it is possible to construct such a set of sublattices, then it is only necessary to explore each sublattice tond the rest of the MELs, with no danger of rediscovering any previously seen MEL. This construction willbe possible; let us call this operation factoring the lattice.Denition 18. Dene that A and B are incomparable i A 6 B and A 6 B.Dene factors (L, D) as follows:factors (L, D) = fA  L j 8S 2 D: A and S are incomparablegA is a factor of L with respect to D i A 2 factors (L, D).Dene max factors (L, D) as follows:max factors (L, D) = fA 2 factors (L, D) j :9S 2 factors (L, D): S  AgA is a maximal factor of L with respect to D i A 2 max factors (L, D).Theorem 19. Let D be a collection of MELs of L. LetM be any MEL of L not in D. ThenM is an MELof some set in max factors (L, D).Proof. For each S 2 D,M and S are incomparable since both sets M and S are MELs. Therefore,M isa factor of L with respect to D, by denition.IfM is a maximal factor, the proof is complete; else there must be some N 2 max factors (L,D) suchthat N  M. (Otherwise, M would be a maximal factor after all.) N 2 T since M 2 T . So,M isan MEL of N . 2By construction, no previously seen MELs, D, are contained in any of the sets of max factors (L,D).The approach to enumerate MELs is now as follows. Say that D is the collection of MELs already known.Find a set S such that S 2 max factors (L,D) and S 2 T . Once such an S is known, it takes jSj steps tond the next MEL, employing a mel fast (Alg. 3).Even if factoring were simple to do, it would not contradict the results of Theorem 11. This is because theremay be many (maximal) factors for any given hL, Di. In fact, it can be shown that the number of possiblefactors is on the order of O(jLjjDj). So, to nd a factor that satises T might require that one examine anexponential number of factors that do not satisfy T rst.Factoring, however, is intractable. It will be shown to be NP-complete with respect to jDj. Note, however,that the intractability is with respect to the number of previously seen MELs, not with respect to the sizeof the lattice.5.2.1 Complexity of Factoring the LatticeDenition 20. Dene the class SET-SAT, set saturation, as follows. Given a set L and a collection D ofsubsets of L, then hL;Di 2 SET-SAT i jfactor (L, D)j = 0.15The lattices are represented via their top elements, as sets.20
This is a set-theoretic abstraction of the factoring problem introduced in the previous section. SET-SATdoes not appear in Garey and Johnson's catalog of NP-complete problems [20], or elsewhere to the author'sknowledge. Thus a proof is provided here.Theorem 21. SET-SAT is coNP-complete.Proof. By reduction of SAT to :SET-SAT.We show SET-SAT is coNP.hL;Di 62 SET-SAT i 9S  L: S 2 factor (L, D). The size of S is at most the size of L.Given an arbitrary CNF propositional theory C as a set of clauses fC1; : : : ; Ckg, with each clauserepresented as a set of propositional variables (and negated propositional variables), the followingtransformation is made: Let P be the set of the propositional variables which appear in C. Construct A = fa1; : : : ; akg such that A \ P = ;. For each Ci, i 2 f1; : : : ; kgSeparate the positive occurrences of propositional variables in Ci into C+i and the negativeoccurrences into C i .S+i = (P   C+i ) [ (A  faig)S i = C i [ faigLet L = P [A. Let D = fS+i ;S i j i 2 f1; : : : ; kgg.We show hL;Di 62 SET-SAT =) C 2 SAT.There is an I  L such that for all S 2 D, I 6 S and I 6 S. LetM = I \ P.For each i 2 f1; : : : ; kg, consider S+i . I   S+i 6= ;. Choose p 2 (I   S+i ). Then p 2 C+i [ faig. Cases:1. p 2 C+i . ThenM models Ci. (Recall denition 8.)2. p = ai. Consider C i . C i   I 6= ;. Choose q 2 (C i   I). Note that q 6= ai, since ai 2 I. So qappears as a negated propositional variable in Ci, but not in I. Therefore,M models Ci.M j= C.We now show the other direction C 2 SAT =) hL;Di 62 SET-SAT.C has a model. Thus there is a setM P such thatM j= C.Let B = fai 2 A j C+i \M = ;g. Let I =M[B.For each S+i , I 6 S+i and I 6 S+i . Cases:1. C+i \M 6= ;. 9p 2 (C+i \M): p 62 S+i . Therefore, I 6 S+i .Without loss of generality, say that 9aj : aj 6= ai ^ aj 62 I. However, aj 2 S+i . So S+i 6 I.2. C+i \M = ;. So ai 2 I, but ai 62 S+i . Therefore, I 6 S+i .Again, without loss of generality, say that 9aj : aj 6= ai ^ aj 2 I. So S+i 6 I.For each S i , I 6 S i and I 6 S i . Cases:1. C+i \M 6= ;. 9p 2 (C+i \M): p 62 C i , without loss of generality. Therefore, I 6 S i .ai 62 I, but ai 2 S i . So S i 6 I.2. C+i \M = ;. Thus C i  M 6= ; since M models Ci. Therefore, S i 6 I.I 6 S i since, without loss of generality, say that 9aj: aj 6= ai ^ aj 2 I.21
For every S 2 D, I 6 S and I 6 S. 2Theorem 21 is too weak to imply that the factoring problem for MEL enumeration is NP-complete. Thisis because MELs are always pairwise incomparable|none is a subset of another. This is a subclass ofSET-SAT. We show that this subclass is coNP-complete too, employing the result of theorem 21 in theproof.Denition 22. Dene the class INC-SET-SAT, incomparable set saturation, as follows. Given a setL and a collection D of subsets of L, such that the subsets in D are pairwise incomparable, thenhL;Di 2 INC-SET-SAT i factor (L, D) = ;.Theorem 23. INC-SET-SAT is coNP-complete.Proof. By reduction of :SET-SAT to :INC-SET-SAT.We show INC-SET-SAT is coNP.hL;Di 62 INC-SET-SAT i 9S  L: S 2 factor (L, D). The size of S is at most the size of L.Given the input D to SET-SAT, transform it as follows. Let jDj = k. Let E = fe1; : : : ; ekg such thatE \ L = ;. for each Si 2 Dfor each j 2 f1; : : : ; kgSi;j = Si [ fejgNote that all the Si;j are pairwise incomparable.Let D0 = fSi;j j i; j 2 f1; : : : ; kgg [ ffei; ejg j i; j 2 f1; : : : ; kg ^ i 6= jg [ L.We show hL;D0i 2 :INC-SET-SAT =) hL;Di 2 :SET-SAT.9I 0: 8J 2 D0: I 0 6 J ^ I 0 6 J .I 0 contains exactly one of ei 2 E . If it were to contain two, say ei and ej , then I0  fei; ejg. However,this set is in D0, as constructed. If it were not to contain any, then I 0  L. However, L is in D0, asconstructed.Assume, without loss of generality, e1 2 I0. Let I = I0   fe1g. Consider Si;1. I0   Si;1 6= ;, so choosep 2 (I 0   Si;1). Note that p 6= e1 because e1 2 Si;1. Therefore, p 2 (I   Si), so I 6 Si.Si;1 I 0 6= ;. Choose p 2 (Si;1 I0). Note that p 6= e1 since p 2 I0. Therefore, p 2 (Si I), so I 6 Si.We now show the other direction hL;Di 2 :SET-SAT =) hL;D0i 2 :INC-SET-SAT.9I: 8J 2 D: I 6 J ^ I 6 J .Let I 0 = I [ fe1g.It is shown that each member of D0 is incomparable with I0: Consider any Si;1 2 D0.Si   I 6= ;. Choose p 2 (Si   I). Thus p 2 (Si;1   I0). Therefore, I0 6 Si;1.I   Si 6= ;, so I 0 6 Si;1. Consider any Si;j 2 D0; j 6= 1.Since ej 2 Si;j and ej 62 I0, I 0 6 Si;j.Since e1 62 Si;j and e1 2 I0, I0 6 Si;1. Consider L.Since e1 62 L and e1 2 I0, I0 6 L. 22
Assume, without loss of generality, 9p 2 L: p 62 I. Therefore, p 62 I0, so I 0 6 L. Consider any fei; ejg 2 D0.Assume, without loss of generality, that I is not empty. Therefore I0 6 fei; ejg.I 0 \ E = fe1g, by construction. Thus I 0 6 fei; ejg8S 2 D0: I 0 6 S ^ I0 6 S. 2Clearly factors (L, D) = ; i max factors (L, D) = ;. Thus theorem 23 demonstrates that to nd a newsublattice given a list of already seen MELs is inherently hard.5.2.2 An Algorithm for FactoringWith the use of factoring, one shifts the computational workload in the enumeration of MELs from repeatedsearch through the lattice to dividing the lattice into sublattices (factoring the lattice). Even though factoringis hard, this oers a computationally better approach to the enumeration problem. The factoring approachyields good performance for enumerating a number of MELs, with the performance decaying slowly. This isbecause the complexity of factoring depends on the size of D, the factoring set. When enumerating MELs,D is the set of previously found MELs. Say that the factoring routine is called before each MEL search: onthe rst call to the factor routine, this is empty; on the next call, after a single MEL has be found, the size isone; and so forth. Thus, factoring does not become a computational bottle-neck until a reasonable numberof MELs have been accumulated. Meanwhile, it was seen that the approach of repeated search through thelattice becomes intractable after the rst MEL is found.16The algorithm factor (Alg. 4) nds a maximal factor of the set Top with respect to the previously foundMELs, stored in the array mel as in all mels (Alg. 2). As written, any maximal factor it returns is alsoguaranteed to pass test.The approach is as follows. Each previously seen MEL is considered via a recursive call to factor. If Top is asuperset of the MEL, an element of Top which is also in the MEL is removed in order to guarantee that thenew set being constructed is not a superset of that MEL. The new set is passed as Top on a recursive call tosatisfy the rest of the MELs. The recursive invocations end when all the MELs have been checked, and theremaining set returned as the new factor. Thus factor guarantees that a factor returned is not a superset of,or equivalent to, any of the MELs.It is also necessary for factor to guarantee that the set returned is not a subset of any of the MELs. Thisis accomplished by keeping a list of inverses, Top minus the current MEL each stage. At each invocation, iffactor removes an element from Top, it also removes this element from all the inverses in the inverse list. Ifany become empty, this indicates that the factor set being constructed is a subset of one of the MELs; thusthe routine fails|halts and returns false. The routine reduce invs (Alg. 5) implements this routine.If it were not required that the routine factor return a maximal factor, then it would be possible to dispensewith the routines justied (Alg. 6) and shift justs(Alg. 7). These routines are necessary to ensure that thefactor is maximal. It is preferable that the routine factor nd only maximal factors. Clearly, any MELssought will be found under the maximal factors, so non-maximal ones need not be considered. Thus, onlymaximal factors should be returned for exploration. Each factor candidate is tested in factor via the test.The candidate is only returned if it passed.A list of justications is kept. There is a justication for each element that has been removed from Toptowards constructing the factor set. The justication is a list of MELs which contain this element. Removingthis element from Top is therefore justied, since it guarantees that the resulting set cannot be a superset ofthose MELs. If the justication for an element were empty, then its removal would not have been justied.Removing the element would still result in a valid factor, but it just would not be maximal.16The search can be revised so a second MEL can be found before the search becomes intractable.23
array mel (set)integer Lastboolean factor (Top, Factor) freturn factor (Top, Factor, 1, [], [])gboolean factor (Top, Factor, Index, Justs, Invs) fif Index  Last then fInv := Top  mel (Index)if Inv 6= [] thenif justied (mel (Index), Justs, Justs Mel) thenreturn factor (Top, Index + 1, Justs Mel, [InvjInvs])else fChoices := mel (Index) \ TopFound := falsewhile Choices 6= [] and not Found fEle 2 ChoicesChoices := Choices  [Ele]if reduce invs (Invs, Ele, Invs Ele) andshift justs (Ele, mel (Index), Justs, Justs Ele) thenFound := factor (Top  [Ele], Index + 1, Justs Ele, [InvjInvs Ele])greturn Foundgg else if test (Top) then fFactor := Topreturn trueg elsereturn falsegg Algorithm 4: Factoring the lattice.boolean reduce invs (Invs, Ele, Invs Ele) fif Invs = [] then fInvs Ele := []return trueg else fInvs = [InvjInvs T]Inv Ele := Inv  [Ele]if Inv Ele = [] thenreturn falseelse if reduce invs (Invs T, Ele, Invs Ele T) then fInvs Ele := [Inv ElejInvs Ele T]return trueg elsereturn falsegg Algorithm 5: Reducing the inverses.24
boolean justied (Factor, Justs, Justs Mel) fif Justs = [] then fJusts Mel := []return falseg else fJusts = [[EjE Just]jJusts T]if E 2 Factor then fJusts Mel := [[E;FactorjE Just]jJusts T]return trueg else freturn justied (Factor, Justs T, Justs Mel T)Justs Mel := [[EjE Just]jJusts Mel T]gggAlgorithm 6: Checking whether the MEL is already justied.The routine justied checks for the current MEL whether there already has been an element removed which isin the current MEL. If so, the current MEL is added to that element's justication, and factor is recursivelycalled for the next MEL. Otherwise, the current MEL is not already justied. In this case, an element bothin Top and the MEL must be removed. The MEL will be added to this new element's justication. Also,any MELs which contain this element and are stored in previous justications must be removed from thosejustications and added to the new one. If this removal process leaves any of the previous justicationsempty, this construction is illegal and factor fails.5.3 EnumerationWith the routine factor in place, it is easy to design the rest of an MEL enumeration program. The algorithmenumerate mels (Alg. 8) does this. While there still remain (maximal) factors (which test true), continueto generate MELs. The algorithm nds one MEL per factor. Note that on the rst pass through the whileloop, Top itself is returned as the factor.Algorithm enumerate mels satises the rst of the desired criteria for an enumeration algorithm, as outlinedin Section 5.1: it nds MELs as quickly as is possible. In fact, if enumerate mels is limited to nding kMELs, for any xed k, it will perform in polynomial time.Lemma 24. jmax factors (L,D)j  jLjjDj.Proof. Any maximal factor of L with respect to D is pairwise incomparable with each A 2 D. Considerthe maximal factorM. This means 8A 2 D: 9e 2 A: e 62 M. At most, there are jDj such e's, one foreach set in D. The set A is equivalent to L minus those e's. Nothing else is missing from A; otherwise,it would not be maximal. Therefore, jAj  jLj   jDj.This limits the number of potential maximal factors to the number of subsets of L that are of thatsize. This number is jLjXi=jLj jDjjLji This is less than jLjjDj. 2Theorem 25. The algorithm enumerate mels (S) spends at most O(jSj + jSjk 1) time to nd the rst k25
boolean shift justs (Ele, Factor, Justs, New Justs) fif steal justs (Ele, Justs, Ele Just, Justs Ele) then fNew Justs = [[Ele;FactorjEle Just]jJusts Ele]return trueg elsereturn falsegboolean steal justs (Ele, Justs, Ele Just, Justs Ele) fif Justs = [] then fEle Just := []Justs Ele := []return trueg else fJusts = [[TagjJust]jJusts T]selector (Ele, Just, With, Without)steal justs (Ele, Justs T, Ele Just T, Justs Ele T)append (With, Ele Just T, Ele Just)Justs Ele := [[TagjWithout]jJusts Ele T]ggselector (Ele, Sets, With, Without) fif Sets = [] then fWith := []Without := []g else fSets = [SetjSets T]if Ele 2 Set then fselector (Ele, Sets T, With T, Without)With := [SetjWith T]g else fselector (Ele, Sets T, With, Without T)Without := [SetjWithout T]ggg Algorithm 7: Shifting justications.array mel (set)integer Lastenumerate mels (Top) fLast := 0while factor (Top, Factor) fa mel true (Factor, Mel, [])Last := Last+ 1mel (Last) :=MelggAlgorithm 8: Enumerating MELs.26
ishmael factor (Top, Core, Index) fishmael factor (Top, Core, Index, [], [])gishmael factor (Top, Core, Index, Justs, Invs) fif Index  Mlast then fInv := (Top [ Core)  mel (Index)if Inv = [] thenif justied (mel (Index), Justs, Justs Mel) thenishmael factor (Top, Core, Index + 1, Justs Mel, [InvjInvs])else foreach Ele 2 mel (Index) \ Topif reduce invs (Invs, Ele, Invs Ele) andshift justs (Ele, mel (Index), Justs, Justs Ele) thenishmael factor (Top  [Ele], Core, Index + 1, Justs Ele, [InvjInvs Ele])g else if cache test (Top [Core) thenishmael true (Top, Core)g Algorithm 9: Factoring the lattice for ISHMAEL.MELs, assuming that each call to test costs unit time.Proof. Each time a mel true is called, only jSj steps are spent at most to nd an MEL. The time spent onthe call to factor in the while loop depends strictly on how many MELs are already enumerated. Inworst case, factor enumerates all the maximal factors searching for one which tests true. This cost isbounded by the number of maximal factors. Lemma 24 shows that there are at most jSjk 1 maximalfactors after k   1 MELs have been found. In worst case, each is tested to nd the next MEL. 2The algorithm does not, however, satisfy the remaining two criteria outlined in Section 5.1. The algorithmenumerate mels is suboptimal in four respects.1. Each call to factor is with the original set, and with all the MELs found so far. Each call adds anMEL to the mel array. (Decomposability is not being exploited.) Therefore, the calls to factor willtend towards intractability quickly, since each subsequent call is over a larger input set.2. Much redundant computation is performed across the repeated calls to factor. It would be better tond subsequent factors by backtracking through the factor algorithm; to continue exploring the searchspace without needing to reconstruct the search space each time.3. The algorithm factor does not use the Core set that a mel true (Alg. 3) does. Therefore, much of thesearch space is explored repeatedly which does not need to be.4. Redundant calls to test are made.The nal algorithm presented for enumerating MELs will eliminate these suboptimalities. Call it ISHMAEL(Iterative SearcH for MinimAl Elements in a Lattice).5.4 ISHMAELThe procedure ishmael factor (Alg. 9) is a rewrite of the procedure factor. The use of a core set is added.The further restriction is added that any factor returned must be a superset of the core.The procedure ishmael (Alg. 10) is the top level procedure. As did all mels, it initially checks that theinput set passes the test. Otherwise, there are no MELs to nd. The procedure ishmael true is similarto a mel true (Alg. 3). It employs the same core set strategy, and nds an MEL in O(N ) time wheneverinvoked. However, it is also similar to all mels true(Alg. 2) in that it proceeds to nd all the MELs of its27
array mel (set), failure (set)integer Mlast, Flastishmael (Top) fMlast := 0Flast := 0if test (Top) thenishmael true (Top, [])gishmael true (Top, Core) fif Top = [] then fMlast :=Mlast+ 1mel (Mlast) := Coreg else fchoose Ele 2 Topif cache test ((Top  [Ele]) [ Core) then fCurrent :=Mlastishmael true (Top  [Ele], Core)if mel (Last) 6= Core thenishmael factor (Top  [Ele], Core [ [Ele], Current)g elseishmael true (Top  [Ele], Core[ [Ele])gg Algorithm 10: ISHMAEL|Enumerating MELs.input set Set (where Set = Top[Core). This is accomplished by calling ishmael factor, which will factor Setwith respect to the MEL just found.The two procedures ishmael true and ishmael factor are interleaved. The initial call to ishmael factor iteratesthrough the possible factors, and calls ishmael true on each to nd all the MELs for each factor. Thus, thesearch space of factors is traversed once, rather than repeatedly.A call to ishmael true proceeds as follows. An invocation ishmael true (Top, Core) will nd all MELs of Setwhich contain Core. The routine chooses an element, say Ele, from Top to remove. If the resulting subsettests false, then all MELs of Set must include Ele. In this case, the element is added to Core (and removedfrom Top), and ishmael true recursively called. (This works the same way that a mel true in Alg. 3 does.)Otherwise, the procedure ishmael true splits the search space of the lattice over Set into two parts, based onEle: all subsets of Set which do not contain Ele; and all subsets of Set which do contain Ele.For the former, ishmael true is called to nd all the MELs of Set   fEleg (which contain Core). For thelatter, ishmael factor is called, with the element Ele added to Core. This assures that the invocation ofishmael factor nds only (and all of) those MELs of Set which contain Ele. (Actually, again just the oneswhich contain Core, which now contains Ele too.) The ones which do not contain Ele were already found.This invocation of ishmael factor needs to consider only the MELs found by the preceding invocation ofishmael true to factor the lattice; all other MELs are incomparable with Set, and so do not need to beconsidered.Notice that ishmael factor is not called if Core was found to be an MEL (and, hence, the only MEL) by theprevious call to ishmael true. This is because there cannot be any factors which contain Core [ fEleg. (Soit would be futile to look for any in this case.) 28
The algorithm ISHMAEL satises all the criteria outlined in Section 5.1: it enumerates MELs as quicklyas is possible, as does enumerate mels; it properly exploits the decomposability of the enumeration process;and it minimizes the number of calls made to test. The next section explains what is meant by minimizingcalls to test, and a proof that ISHMAEL does this is given.5.5 Minimizing the Number of Calls to TestDuring the search in MEL enumeration, a test procedure is called repeatedly to determine whether the currentset should be explored, or to verify that a given set is minimal (by checking that each of its immediate subsetsfail the test). Executing the test procedure may be expensive. Therefore, it is benecial to limit the numberof calls to the test procedure.Most importantly, there should be no redundant calls to test (T ). The following three properties shouldhold:1. no set A should ever be tested twice;2. for A 2 T , after A is tested, no superset of A is tested; and3. for A 62 T , after A is tested, no subset of A is tested.It should at least be guaranteed that the test is never called on the same set twice during the search. Recallthat the algorithm all mels calls test repeatedly over the same set. The second and the third properties arerelevant because the test is monotonic with respect to subset. If A 2 T , then it is known that 8B  A: B 2 T ;and, likewise, if A 62 T , then it is known that 8B  A: B 62 T .The algorithm ishmael exhibits these properties inherently for anyA 2 T . It does not exhibit these inherentlyfor all A 62 T . (This is why ishmael calls cache test instead of test, to be explained below.)Lemma 26. For any set A 2 T , A is tested at most once during execution of ishmael. Furthermore, onceA has been tested, no superset of A is ever tested.Proof. For any A 2 T , if A is tested, a call to ishmael true (Top, Core), for some Top and Core such thatA = Top [ Core, is made immediately after. Consider the rst time A is tested.During the activation of ishmael true (Top, Core), A is never tested, nor are any of its supersets. Onlysubsets of A are potentially tested. If ishmael factor is invoked, it can only be after ishmael true wasinvoked. Thus some MELs for A have been recorded. The call to ishmael factor then cannot test A,nor any of its supersets, as guaranteed by factoring.The call to ishmael true (Top, Core) may have been a recursive call. Consider a return to a previousactivation of ishmael true. A call to ishmael factor may proceed. Any further calls that ishmael factormakes to ishmael true must be incomparable with any MELs of A, since A's MELs have already beenrecorded. Thus, A will not be tested there, nor will any of its supersets be. Otherwise, this activationof ishmael true completes, invoking no more tests.Consider a return to an activation of ishmael factor. Any further calls it makes to ishmael true mustbe incomparable with any MELs of A, since A's MELs have already been recorded. Thus, A will notbe tested there, nor will any of its supersets be. 2Note that the algorithm ishmael calls cache test instead of test. The routine cache test guarantees that theactual test is never called on a set A twice, nor on any subsets of A once A has been tested, for any A 62 T .This is accomplished by caching the failures. The routine cache test(Alg. 11) shows an implementation. Amore ecient routine could be written, using hashing or the like.Eventually, if there are many MELs, there will be many elements in the failure cache and the cache willbecome expensive to check. At some point, checking the cache may be more expensive than executing29
boolean cache test (Set) fFails := falseI := 1while I  Flast and not Failed fif Set  failure (I) thenFails := trueI := I+ 1gif Fails thenreturn falseelse if test (Set) thenreturn trueelse fadd failure (Set)return falseggadd failure (Set) fIndex := 1Oset := 0while (Index +Oset)  Flast fif Set  failure (Index+Oset) thenOset := Oset+ 1else fif Oset 6= 0 thenfailure (Index) := failure (Index+ Oset)Index := Index + 1ggFlast := Flast  Oset+ 1failure (Flast) := Setg Algorithm 11: Test with cacheing.
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test. However, by the time this point is reached, ISHMAEL will have become highly intractable due to thefactoring of the lattice over so many MELs. So any question of when to stop using the cache is really a mootissue.5.6 HeuristicsISHMAEL oers a good search strategy for enumerating MELs, a much better search strategy than all mels's.Next, it should be considered whether there are any good heuristics for directing or pruning the search inISHMAEL that would lead to improved performance, in average case. Much of the work on MFSs in the pasthas focussed on such heuristics. These heuristics should be re-evaluated in light of the complexity results ofMEL enumeration presented in this paper, and with respect to ISHMAEL's search strategy. In particular,heuristics for MFS enumeration are considered here.Janas [24] raises the point that, for most queries, many of the potential subqueries need never be consideredwhile searching for MFSs.Denition 27. Two atoms in a query are joined i they share a variable in common.Two atoms in a query are connected i the two are joined, or there exists a third atom in the query towhich the rst atom is joined, and to which the second atom is connected. (The relation connected isthe transitive closure of joined.)A query is said to be connected i every two atoms in the query are connected.17 It is said to bedisjoint otherwise.It is reasonable to insist that queries be connected. (A user could always ask any disconnected parts asseparate queries.) In searching for failed subqueries, it is only necessary to consider connected subqueries.For instance, consider the subquery ward (patient: P), contagious (name: I), staph (name: I).This query is not connected. It can only fail if both ward (patient: P).and  contagious (name: I), staph (name: I).fail independently. An ISHMAEL algorithm for MFSs could be modied to not test disjoint subqueries, butto break them into their connected subqueries and test those instead.At the one extreme, there is a single variable which every literal in the query shares. a1(X), : : : , an(X).In this case, all the subqueries are connected. At the other extreme, consider a query which is a chain. a1(X1; X2), a2(X2; X3), : : : , an(Xn; Xn+1).That is, any two adjacent literals share a unique variable, but non-adjacent literals share no variable. Anyless, and the query would be disjoint. In this case, only subqueries which represent contiguous subsequencesare connected. There are (n(n + 1)=2) + 1 of these (counting ; as connected). A great majority of thesubqueries are disjoint. In the limit, the probability that any given subquery is disjoint is one.17Janas does not dene connected in [24] in quite this way, but to the same eect.31
It is assumed that, in general, a signicant number of the subqueries of a query are disjoint. Hence, handlingof disjoint queries by decomposing them should speed up the search for MFSs signicantly, in average case.Motro [31] suggests that certain subqueries be materialized; that is, the query be evaluated and the answerset stored as a table for later use. If a subquery is part of many queries that will be tested, that subquery willneed to be recomputed many times. If it is materialized initially though, it would only have to be computedonce.ISHMAEL is shown to be optimal with respect to test in certain ways. It never tests the same query twice.Once a query tests true (evaluates to the empty answer set), no superquery of it will be tested; and once aquery tests false, no subquery of it is tested. (See Section 5.5.) Of course subqueries of the queries whichtest true may test false themselves (have non-empty answer sets). These are candidates for materializing.It is not clear what a good materialization heuristic would be. Not all failing subqueries should be mate-rialized. There are too many of them, and not all will be used repeatedly as components of other queries.Criteria are needed to decide which to choose. The idea warrants further consideration. Motro furthersuggests that techniques for optimizing multiple queries [22, 34] could be exploited in MFS enumeration aswell.In the test used in enumerating MFSs, note that it is not necessary to compute answers for each subqueryconsidered; it is only necessary to compute whether it has an answer. This is an easier computation. Somerelational database systems have a facility to ask such existence queries. The use of such a facility can greatlyspeed up the test.ISHMAEL allows for a natural halt heuristic, to curtail how much time is spent searching for MELs. Timecan be measured by a clock, by the number of steps the algorithm has taken, or by the number of tests made.Given that ISHMAEL guarantees an optimal enumeration of MELs, it will always have some results (someMELs found) after any reasonable cut-o. It would be worthwhile to estimate bounds on ISHMAEL thatwould guarantee that this many MELs have been found after the algorithm has proceeded this many steps.Given such bounds, one could limit the algorithm to a given number of steps or tests, and be guaranteedthat so many MELs are found (or that the algorithm will have halted in the case that there are not, a priori,that many MELs).In light of the complexity of MEL enumeration, certain heuristics can now be judged as detrimental. In[31], Motro imposes a bound on the depth of the recursion in searching for maximally generalized failingqueries (for which MFSs are a special case). This was to limit the size of the search space, to render it moremanageable. However, as discussed in Section 3.2, it is not the depth of the lattice which is problematic forsearch, it is the breadth. This bound heuristic may easily exclude all the MFSs.18 Any answer the algorithmdoes nd can no longer be guaranteed to be minimal. Fortunately, a depth limit is not necessary with anISHMAEL-style algorithm.6 IssuesThe MEL problem and the enumeration algorithms raise a number of interesting issues. We address twosuch issues here. In Sec. 6.1, we consider how the set of MSSs can be derived if given the set of MFSs. InSec. 6.2, we consider the probability of nding one given MEL over another. Finally, in Sec. 6.3, we outlineissues for future study.18If the depth limit is reasonably large, the new search space is eectively just as hard to search as the original. Otherwise,if the depth limit is small, it will eliminate most all of the MFSs with high probability.32
6.1 Converting from MFSs to MSSsAn algorithm such as ISHMAEL can be used to enumerate all the MFSs of a query. The algorithm can berun again with a dierent test to nd the MSSs of the query. In Section 4, it was shown that both of theseproblems are of equal complexity.It would seem, however, that once the MFSs of a query are known, the MSSs of the query should be derivable.It should not be necessary to run ISHMAEL again, nor to ask further questions to the database (to invoketest more times). The set of MSSs is deducible from the set of MFSs, and vice-versa, but the conversion isNP-hard.As MEL stands for a Minimal Element in the Lattice which passes the test, let XEL stand for a maXi-mal Element in the Lattice which fails the test. Thus XEL is the generalization of MSS, as MEL is thegeneralization of MFS.19Theorem 28. LetM be the collection of all MELs of L, and X be the collection of all XELs of L.Let N be the collection of all immediate subsets of the MELs:N = fB j B = (A   feg), A 2M and e 2 Ag.Then X = max factors (L,M) [ fA 2 N j :9B 2 max factors (L,M): A  Bg.Proof. X  max factors (L,M) [ fA 2 N j :9B 2 max factors (L,M): A  BgConsider A 2 max factors (L,M). Assume A 2 T . Then it has some MEL (which is a subset of, oris equivalent to, A). Any MEL of A is an MEL of L. This MEL is in M. However, A is pairwiseincomparable with all the sets ofM. This is a contradiction. Thus, A 62 T .Given A 62 T , A has some XEL. Any superset of A is a superset of some MEL in M, since A is amaximal factor with respect toM. So no superset of A is a XEL. Therefore, A is a XEL.Consider A 2 fA 2 N j :9B 2 max factors (L,M): A  Bg: Clearly, A 62 T . It is a subset of someMEL B. If it were in T , then B would not be minimal. Any superset of A is an MEL, or a supersetof an MEL. Otherwise, some superset of A would appear in max factors (L,M). Thus, A is maximal,and is a XEL.X  max factors (L,M) [ fA 2 N j :9B 2 max factors (L,M): A  BgConsider A, an XEL of L. Thus, A 62 T , and 8B  A: B 62 T . Therefore, no MEL is a subset of A.Cases: 9B 2M: A  B:Assume 9S 2 max factors (L,M): A  S. Then S 2 max factors (L,M) is a XEL, by theargument above. This means A is not maximal, which contradicts the assumption that it is.Assume B 2 N : A  B. Clearly B 62 T since B is the subset of an MEL. This means A is notmaximal, which contradicts the assumption that it is.A 2 fS 2 N j :9B 2 max factors (L,M): S  Bg. 8B 2M:A 6 B:Clearly A is not equal to any of the MELs. Also no MEL is a subset of A. Therefore, A is pairwiseincomparable with each set inM. A is maximal: A [ feg 2 T for any e 2 L and e 62 A. Thismeans any A[ feg is a superset of some MEL inM.19Again. please avoid confusion. An XEL fails the test. In the case of an MSS, this means the subquery has a non-emptyanswer set, and so succeeds as a query. 33
Thus, A 2 max factors (L,M). 2Theorem 29. Deducing the set of XELs, X , of a set L from the set of MELs,M, of the set L is NP-hard.Proof. By theorem 28, it is seen that X is the union of the maximal factors of L with respect to M andthe immediate subsets of the sets inM which are not contained by the maximal factors. The latterset, the immediate subsets, is polynomial to determine. Therefore, the problem of constructing theset max factors (L, M) is reducible to deducing X from M. Theorem 23 shows that constructingmax factors (L,M) is NP-hard. Thus constructing X is NP-hard. 2The above theorem also indicates that there is no correlation between the number of MELs a set has andthe number of XELs it has. If there were, then theorem 23 could not hold.Even though determining the XELs from the MELs is hard, this is still a preferable approach if the MELs arealready enumerated, rather than running ISHMAEL again. The algorithm factor (Alg. 4) can be modiedto nd all factors. (The call to test would be removed in this version.) By this approach, no further calls totest are needed to determine the XELs.6.2 The Probability of Finding a Given MELThe MEL problem raises a seeming paradox: it seems to oer a probabilistic attack on NP-completeness.We have shown that an enumeration of a linear number of MELs is NP-complete, but that to nd an MELis polynomial. The algorithm a mel (Alg. 1) demonstrates an algorithm which nds an MEL for a set inpolynomial time.Note that the algorithm a mel is non-deterministic. The choose step can choose any one of the remainingelements in the set to eliminate. There is a sequence of such choices which leads to any given MEL. Therefore,there is a chance that for any given MEL of, say L, that a mel will return that MEL.If it were equally likely for a mel to return any MEL of L, then this would oer a probabilistic attack onNP-complete problems. Recall the proof of theorem 11. A SAT problem can be encoded as aMEL problem.If n+ 1 MELs could be found, then one must represent a model of the CNF theory input to SAT. Assumethat the MELs are equally likely to nd. Then a mel could be run non-deterministically a number of timessearching for an MEL that is a model. To determine that the CNF theory has no model, to within anydegree of condence, would require that a mel be run (without nding an MEL that is a model) a linearnumber of times with respect to the degree of condence.Otherwise, it must be that not all MELs are equally likely to be found. This is the actual case, so a meloers no probabilistic attack on NP-completeness. It is worthwhile to characterize which MELs are morelikely to nd than others.Consider L = fa; b; cg, and say it has two MELs, fag and fb; cg. Fig. 5 (a) shows the lattice for L with theMELs boxed. It is tempting to count the number of paths to an MEL from the top of the lattice. There aretwo paths to fag from fa; b; cg: rst remove b and then c; and vice-versa. There is one path to fb; cg: removea. There is no other path possible to any MEL. Unfortunately, not all paths are equally likely, in general, socounting paths will not be sucient. In the above example though, the paths considered are equally likely,which leads to a probability of 23 for fag, and 13 for fb; cg.It is assumed that the probability of a mel choosing any given element from the set for elimination is equalto that of choosing any other. So the way to measure the probability of a mel returning MEL A will be tomeasure the likelihood that the appropriate eliminations are made, which result in A being the only MELremaining for discovery. This can be formalized via a recurrence equation.The probability of nding a given MEL can only be determined if the set of all MELs is known a priori.34
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(a) a1a3
a2 C BA a4 (b)Figure 5: Probability of nding answer A.Denition 30. Let PS(A) be the probability of a mel returning the MEL A, given that S is the collectionof all MELs.Consider L in the abstract, and assume that it has three and only three MELs: A, B, and C. These sets arerepresented in the Venn diagram in Fig. 5 (b). The following formula calculates the probability to nd A.PfA;B;Cg(A) = ja1jn + ja2jn PfA;Cg(A) + ja3jn PfA;Bg(A) wherea1 = (B \ C)  A,a2 = B   (A[ C),a3 = C   (A [ B), andn = j(A[ B [ C)   A\ B \ CjIf an element of a4 is chosen by a mel for elimination, then there is zero probability that A will be found. Soa term for this is absent in the equation. Choosing an element from a1 excludes both B and C from furtherconsideration, leaving only A. The conditional probability that A is found given that an element from a1was eliminated is 1. Choosing from a2 eliminates only B. Then the conditional probability PfA;Cg(A) needsto be determined. Choosing from a3 is a symmetric case.This can be generalized to the following recurrence relation.PS (A) = XR(S fAg) j(\S)  ([(S  R))jj([S)  (\S)j PS R(A)PfAg(A) = 1Unfortunately, this recurrence relation is hard to solve, in general. Furthermore, it requires the set of allMELs a priori as input; these are not known in advance.Let us solve a specic case though. Consider the set L = fp1; : : : ; p2ng. M = ffe1; : : : ; eng j 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng: ei 2 fpi; pn+igg F = ffpi; pn+ig j i 2 f1; : : : ; ngg S =M[F 35
Any CNF theory C can be converted into a positive CNF theory, pos(C). Assume the set of propositionalvariables of C is fp1; : : : ; png. CollectionM represents all the possible complete models of C, in which pn+irepresents :pi. Collection F represents all the contradictions.The probability that a mel, run on S, will return a set fromM (and not from F) is calculated. It is notnecessary to use the recurrence relation to solve this. Each set in M is of size n, and jMj = 2n. WhilejSetj  n in a mel, any element is eligible to be chosen for elimination, since Set necessarily contains someset in F . Consider that a mel has arrived at a set A of size n. Any set of size n is equally likely to be thatset. There are  2nn  such sets. If A 2M, then the algorithm halts, and A is returned. Otherwise, a set fromF will eventually be returned.The probability that a set from M is returned is 2n= 2nn . By Sterling's approximation, this is (e=2n)n.Clearly, (1=2n)  (e=2n)n in the limit. Therefore PS (A) < (1=2n), for any A 2 M, and jLj = 2n. Thesame argument holds if only some subset ofM is assumed as MELs, along with F , or even if only one setfromM is assumed to be an MEL. This clearly shows why ISHMAEL does not help to solve SAT.This leads us to the following hypothesis: a mel tends to nd MELs of smaller cardinality, with highprobability. For ISHMAEL, this means it should tend to nd MELs of smaller cardinality before ndingthose of larger cardinality.This tendency may be good news. In many applications, the MELs of smaller cardinality are often preferred.In abduction, for instance, it is more likely that a small set of conditions holds, rather than a large set ofconditions, in general. The fact that a mel and such algorithms are more likely to nd these smaller sets isbenecial.6.3 Future WorkIt will be worthwhile to adapt the algorithms presented here to work over extended lattices as proposed byMotro (section 2). Instead of removing atoms from a query, atoms are relaxed. Then maximally general-ized failing queries (MGQs) can be found. MFSs are a special case of this. So clearly, the complexity ofenumerating MGQs is as hard as enumerating MFSs. It does not appear, however, that it is any worse.The algorithm a mel can be adapted for the extended lattice. Assume that each literal in the query can berelaxed k steps. Then the number of steps to nd the rst maximally generalized query is k N . It shouldbe possible to modify ISHMAEL's search for the extended lattice. A new factoring algorithm which doesreplacements rather than eliminations will be needed.There are other issues that need to be addressed before providing MGQs can be a cooperative techniquein its own right. In particular, the relaxation operators used to relax given atoms in the query must beprovided The step size, or how much to relax a condition, must be determined too. This type of informationis not available with databases, and somehow the information has to be manifested. Motro [31] introduces asupposition generalizor into the architecture of his system SEAVE, which decides how to relax atoms. In [13],we consider how to use taxonomic information represented inherently in the rules of a deductive databaseto relax atoms in queries. Chu et al. [3, 4] consider how to extract and employ such taxonomic informationin relational database, and have implemented such in their system CoBase.Heuristics and bounds are needed to ensure that the extended lattice to be searched is nite. In Fig. 3, thelattice is innite; A  30 =) A  31 =) : : : A limit is needed on how far this condition should be relaxed.Complexity analyses of variations on MEL enumeration would be benecial. It would be interesting toexplore what further conditions could be placed on which MELs qualify as answers, and still for the problemto stay within the same complexity bounds. Clearly, many desirable conditions push the problem intointractability. In [2], Bylander et al. look into these issues for abduction problems. For instance, if one addsthe condition that the answer be an MEL of minimum cardinality, then the problem becomes intractable36
even to nd one. There are, however, conditions that can be added which do not make the enumerationproblem harder. Some of these may be useful in certain problem domains.7 ConclusionsAlgorithms designed in the past to search for minimal failing and maximally succeeding subqueries havebeen ineective as they are highly intractable. This has been largely due to the fact that the complexitynature of these problems has been ill-understood.This paper presents a complexity prole of such problems, and presents an algorithmic approach to them.With these algorithms, it is now possible to build practical facilities for relational database systems fornding and presenting MFSs and MSSs. Such facilities will enable database systems to give more cooperativeresponses to users (in this case, whenever a user's query fails), and this can make using database systemseasier. Databases are growing in size and complexity, and so are database applications (and, hence, queries).This means that cooperative techniques, such as identifying MFSs and MSSs, will become indispensable infuture database systems.With many organizations now owning large, valuable data stores, there is a growing interest in data mining.(See [33].) Data stores are examined for general patterns, which may be characterizations of the data ingeneral. Such a characterization may reect some hidden semantics of the data at large.When a query fails when evaluated against a database, it may simply be that there is no data which providesan answer, or it may be that this query must fail due to the semantics of the database. (This distinctionwas drawn in Section 1.) This oers a potential data mining tool [11, 35]. Whenever a query fails, but thereis no proof that it must fail (guaranteed by the integrity constraints of the database), it is possible that thequery represents a missing integrity constraint. Failing queries can be collected and later analyzed, eitherby a program or a database administrator. Some of these failing queries may then be promoted as integrityconstraints. For such a technique to be most eective, the MFSs of failing queries should be considered, notthe queries themselves. The MFSs oer logically stronger statements, and better characterize the databaseas integrity constraints.The more general results on MEL enumeration may be applicable in a number of domains outside ofdatabases. For certain semantics for logic programs, there exists the need for minimization in the proofprocedure. This arises in the deduction of negative information via a non-monotonic rule for negation. Thisproblem is encountered in a proof procedure for stable theories of Fernandez and Lobo [10]. The enumerationof (minimal) answers by the proof procedure follows the same complexity as enumerating MELs. In thiscase, all the answers are desired. An ISHMAEL-style algorithm can be used for the enumeration.Much work has been done in the domain of abductive reasoning. Many abductive reasoning tasks aremore complex than MEL enumeration, but not all. While a fair amount is known about the complexity ofabductive reasoning [2], enumeration algorithms such as ISHMAEL may be new to this domain. Algorithmsas ISHMAEL may be useful when an enumeration of the possible abductive supports is needed.Interest in minimal failing subqueries came about originally from interest in false presuppositions in naturallanguage dialog. Kaplan, Lee, and Janas showed that the identication problem for false presuppositions tobe independent of natural language itself; rather the problem of nding false presuppositions depends solelyupon the logical structure of the statements made. In this paper, the false presuppositions problem hasbeen addressed for databases. It may be possible that these techniques can be adapted for natural languagesystems to identify false presuppositions that occur in natural language dialog.37
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